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Chapter 4

What Makes the Bible
Become Holy Scripture?

Holy Scripture is its own interpreter.

able. We have already noted this tension in Luthees characterization of theol
ogy: on the one hand, there is the foundational work - grammatical and
philosophical training of the theologian and patient meditation and interpre
tation - but at the same time it involves the gift of the Spirit over which we
have absolutely no control, as Luther himself received it as a gift with his
reformational discovery, when "the doors of Paradise"2 opened to hinl with
the flash of insight concerning the righteousness of God. It is not the inter
preter who makes sense of the text or makes the text understandable. The text
itself needs to say what it has to say for itself. In that case, the distinction con
cerning Holy Scripture that is frequently made, which regards Holy Scripture
as the formal principle of Protestantism and justification as its material prin
ciple, 3 finds easy resolution. The authority of Scripture is not formal but is
~hly material and is contentdiTveo".--ii-Ts the voice of its author, who gives;
who allows for astonishment, lament, and praise; who demands and fulfills.
~~.ip~urecan in no wise be confirmed as ~~ving formal authority in adva~ce,

so that the content becomes important only as a second stage of the process.
The question that deals with the authority of the Bible has assumed different
The teit-"~nltsrrlanydifferent [orms-=-'pa-riicufarly in the law's delnand ~nd
aspects in the present age from what it had at the time of Luther. But Luther
the gospers promise - uses this material way of doing business to validate its
n1ade inlportant, basic hermeneutical decisions that have not lost their valid
authority.
ity even today. As within this entire presentation of Luther's theology, ques
One must thus note that there is a priority of Scripture itself over its
tions fron1 our own time need to be taken into account as well, most espe
and hearers. The nature of this priority does not mean that they are
readers
cially at this juncture.
somehow oppressed; instead, they are set free. For when I read and hear
Scripture, then I note that these stories talk about me; they tell my story. I ap
pear in them long before I obey thenl. In this way the text precedes nle and
4.1. The Priority of the Scripture
this
text addresses me. In that I myself am addressed, I am freed at the same
over the Hearers and Interpreters
time to listen, even if it means to listen critically, with all my powers, with my
body and soul and all my thinking ability. One is not kept from interpreting
Lutherls foundational thesis reads: Sacra scriptura Ctsui ipsius interpres"l 
n
just
because he is being interpreted at the same time. Instead, it is only in this
the Holy Scripture "is its own intcrpreter. This thesis goes way beyond the
relationship
that the doors are even opened to a playroom in which one can
methodology that involves work with a concordance, by means of which a
move
about
- and certainly not just as a marionette. 1'he person who can
particular scriptural passage is to be interpreted by other passages and must
confess
"I
believe
that God has made Inc and all creatures" is rnuch better pre
be brought into agreement with them. It refers specifically to the effect that
pared to make critical distinctions and to use the power of reason that is
the text has, with reference to the one who reads, hears, and interprets it. In
granted
to him. By the authority of Scripture the hearer is placed into his
this comprehensive sense the phrase Sacra scriptura sui ipsius interpres means:
proper
relationship;
the individual does not constitute himself, he is assigned
"The text itself causes one to pay attention."
a
location:
as
creature.
Even with all the interpretive work, which can be carried out academi
cally - by Ineans of solid research that is clear and is subject to controls 
the understanding of the biblical text is, in the final analysis, still unattain

IJV 34:3.'7 ("Preface to the Complete Edition of Luther's Latin Writings," 1545). Cf. chap.
and chap. 1.1.
3. First proposed by August Twesten, Vorlestlngcn iiber die Dogmatik rler ev"-luth. Kin"he,
vol. 1 (Hanlburg: Friedrich Perthe, 1826), 258-60.
2.
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generally valid for interpreting Scripture, as well as for being interpreted by
Scripture, as one comes to know about the self by means of Scripture; but one
cannot set forth in advance some purely forn1al, hypothetical, and verifiable
approach that can guarantee a result. An abstract, primal, and foundational
rule of interpretation is impossible.

4-3. The Self-Disclosure of the Holy Scripture

by Means of Law and Gospel
It is decisive for Luther's understanding of the Bible that he does not seek to
establiSh it; authority as Holy Scripture in advance as a formal «scriptural
principle." Such a claim for authority, which is advocated by fun~s,
is ~ ggssible because the conflict about the appropriate method of biblical
interpretation is always at issue. This conflict can be resolved only in the nla
terial sense, using the substance of the actual texts to settle the argument.
--In his conflict with the Roman papacy, Luther argues in a classic passage:
Say for once - if you can - according to which judge, according to which
criterion, can a point of contention be decided when the opinions of two of
the church fathers disagree with one another? In such a case, the decision
has to be based on the judgment of Scripture, which cannot happen if we
do not give Scripture pride of place.... Having said this, the Holy Scrip
ture itself on its own, to the greatest extent possible, is easy to understand,
clearly and plainly, being its own interpreter [sui ipsius interpresL in that it
puts all statelnents of hurnan beings to the test, judging and enlightening,
as is written in Psalnl 119 [:130]: "The explanation," or according to its ac
tual meaning in the Hebrew: the opening or the gate - "of your words en
lightens and gives understanding to youngsters." The Spirit clearly points
here to the enlightenment [of the Scripture 1 and teaches that insight is
given only by means of the Word of God, as through an open door or (as
those [scholastics] say) through a first principle [prillcipium pril11um],
frorTI which one must start in order to come to the light and to insight. 17

rCf(Hl11ational «(Scripture principle" should fail to take into account the paradox that, fies
therein. This Word makes sense only when understood as the description of a conflict - the
contlict that acadclnic theology presented at the time of Luther, sti)) presents today, and will
continue to present in time to conle. Whoever speaks of the Uscriptural principle" can do so
only in radical criticisl11 of a concept of acadclllic study that assumes there is a tilneless, pure
il

priori.
]7. \VA 7:97.19-29
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But must not this affirmation also be categorized as the work of a single in
dividual? Is it not Luther's private discovery? I'his singularitas, this type of
viewpoint that is held by a single individual, was judged to be a deep forn1 of
evil for a monk; prereformational Luther was of the same opinion. Part of
Luther's deepest struggle involved the question he posed as he critiqued
himself time and again: Am I the only one who is right over against such a
strong tradition?
And yet, Luther's thesis sacra scriptura sui ipsius interpres, which he
claimed was correct in opposition to official Ronlan teaching, is not the bare
affirmation of an individual; it is set forth in substantive detail when Luther
identifies what he considers to be most essential in the "Preface to the
Wittenberg Edition of Luther's German Writings» - with the three rules for
theological study, oratio, meditatio, tentatio 18 - as well as in the "Preface to
the Complete Edition of Luther's Latin Writings" - which discusses his dis
covery that the righteousness of God is provided for the sinner through the
promissio. 19 To be sure, Luther describes this discovery when he looks back
upon the way he himself traveled, but for hilTI this involves n1uch more than
autobiographical information; for him it involves the paradigmatic descrip
tion of all readers of the Bible who wrestle with the text with nothing less
than the hope of salvation, who passionately knock on the door and hope
thereby that a door of knowledge, that doorway to Paradise) to the true life,
will open itself. Luther's description certainly sets the scene for the question
about the authority of the Bible in dramatic fashion. According to it, one does
not arrive at the solution to the question "in the passionless calm of a knowl
edge which is in the element of pure thought alone";2o instead, it includes a
change in the existence of the reader and interpreter. The Holy Scripture veri
fies itself, in that it awakens faith. As has been stated already) 21 it does not
~k for one to take the so-called s~riptural principle and try to differentiate
between a "Protestant formal principle" and a «Protestant Inaterial principle,"
which states the teaching about justification; one certainly ought not to treat
them as separate..moth are one and the same: wrapped up in the event that
takes place when the righteousness of God is actually given as a gift, at the
mOlnent
the promissio is articulated, one encounters the authority of Scrip
(
ture, its efficacy and clarity - its ability to enlighten - as well as its suffi
ciency: its power to bring one to salvation - if indeed Scripture is given Hfor
18. Cf. chap. 2.1.1-3 above.
19. Cf. o.
20.

(Assertio olJlniLut1 arliculonull; 1520).
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above.

Georg Wilhehn Friedrich Hegel, preface to the second edition of flegel's Science of

Logic, trans. A. V. Miller (London: George Allen and Unwin) 1969), 42.
21. Cf. 11.3 above.
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the salvation" of human beings (2 Tim. 3:15). The question about the signifi
cance of the reformational turning point in Luther's theology and the question
about Luther's understanding of biblical authority are the same; they are one
and the same question.
It is not by chance that this authority to effect salvation came clear for
Luther when he was engaged in the study of the Epistle to the Romans. Thus
it is only at first glance that it seems arbitrary when he singles out Romans 
along with the Epistle to the Galatians - as furnishing the criterion for the
interpretation of the entire Holy Scripture in his 1522 preface: it is "a shining
li&ht" that is "fully sufficient for illuminating the entire Scripture."22 Because ..
it concerns the salvation of human beings, the "subject of theology» is "the
guilty and lost human being and the justifying or saving God."23 This is artic
ulated 010st clearly in Romans, which not only offers a short summary "of the
whole Christian and evangelical teaching" but also offers the "point of entry
---dnto the entire Old Testament."24 Luther's identification of the subject of
theology as «the sinning human being and the justifying God" corresponds
exactly to what was noted earlier, that Luther had only one phrase of the en
tire C;erlnan Bible typeset in capital letters: SVNDE VERG/BT (forgives sins)
(Rom. 3:25), which he further identified in a marginal gloss as "the chief
point" and the ((center-point of this epistle and of the entire Scripture25 
also of the Old Testament."26 Luther)s placement of Romans in the position of
.hig!lest in1portance is determinative for his unders·tanding and assessment of
the individual biblical writings.
Both Roman Catholic and historical-critical camps have relegated Lu
thees decision to elevate the importance of Romans to the status of nothing
more than his personal decision, that of just a single individual. But if
Scripture really is to be characterized as sui ipsius interpres, then this ability
to interpret itself can take place
v in a material fashion: in that the text
itself creates faith or, to state it another way, in that the text itself distin
guishes between law and gospel for its hearers, readers, and interpreters.
Only this material differentiation, which is the substance of Luther)s refor-

mational discovery27 but at the same time occurs afresh, ever and again,
makes it possible to hear and to read Scripture on the basis of its center
point, so that faith comes into existence. Scripture cannot claim to be nor-"
mative in a formal sense. Rather, its authority consists in that it works faith.
The Lutheran tradition has articulated this in such a way that its auctoritas
normativa follows fronl its auctoritas causativa - because of the authority
that it has to create faith.
Thus one must remain unconvinced by any of the three alternative models
that have played a significant role in the history of the church and in spirituality.
-- The first provides a formal teaching office) which exists in order to harmonize

---

(

disp.ute.d.pas.sages. The ~~ is to give formal affirmation to the notion that a
preestablished harnl0ny exists within Scripture, which is to be read in a flat way
a~d which does not have a central message. The third is that there is a formal
principj~-th~tT;~-·b~hindthe te;! and is to be extracted by critical reaSOD.
"Scripture is clear and interprets itself. Indeed, this does not take place in
such a way that it yields different Ineanings based on the understandings and
perspectives of each interpreter, but it has one meaning) and this meaning is
obvious; it itself Inakes the meaning clear; it is its own interpreter and does not
need a human being - no matter who it is - to first help it along ... by
means of interpretive skills.... l'he norn1ative function of Scripture demon
strates its claim to be normative by basing it on the way it is existentially veri
fied when it interprets itself, in the way Scripture conveys its own intended
meaning."28 It is no secret that Luther got himself into a variety of conflicts as
the Reformation progressed when he sought to use this self-interpreting abil
ity in matters of theology and the church, and such conflicts continue even to
day for the church that calls itself by his nalne - in fact, in a way that is de
picted in sharp relief by the challenge of pluralism.
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22. Bornkamm, !:lIthers Vorrederl ZlIr BibeI, 177; c~. LW 3~:366 ("Pre~ace to the Epistle of ~t.
. Paul to the Romans ). ]org Arnlbruster, Luthers Blbelvorreden. Studlen zu lhl'er Tlteologle,
AGWH, vol. 5 (Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, 2005), indicates that a thorough orienta
tion to Romans or to Pauline theology as a whole yields the nl0st ilnportant material presenta
tion of the rule sacra scriptura sui ipsius interpres (110-15, 140-42).
23. Cf. above, chap. 2.2.
24. BornkamlTI, Luthers Vorreden zur BilJel, 196; cf. LW 35:380.
25. Cf. the introduction above, nn. 16 and 17.
26. Cf. 4.7 belo\v.
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4.4. Spirit and Letter
For a long time already scholars have emphasized that the biblical texts are re
ally to be considered as God's Word - as the living voice, the viva vox2 9 
only when they are preached, only when presented in oral fashion. 10 support
this, words by Luther such as the following have been cited:
""

27. Cf. chap. 3.3 above.
28. Notger Slenczka, "Die Schrift als 'einzige Norm

und Richtsschnur,"' in Die AutoritiH
der Heiligen Schrift far Leitre und VerkurIdigung der Kirche, ed. Karl- Hcnnann Kandler
(Neuendettelsau: Freimund Verlag, 2001L 61 and 65.
29. Cf., e.g., LW 3:306 (Lectures on Getlesis, chaps. 15-20, on Gen. 19:29).
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